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Nicole Bronnimann, Executive Director

LEtter From the
Executive DIRector
Dear Friends,

“

Nicole Bronnimann
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5 YEARS IN THE MAKING
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It started at a kitchen table. Hiro Kawashima and Aria Fiat, students in the
Chicago suburbs, recognized the incredible disparity between the quality
of their own public education and that of Chicago Public Schools, mere
miles away from their hometown. CPS is the third-largest school district
in the nation: Eighty-seven percent come from low-income families, and
94 percent will not obtain a college degree. Hiro and Aria recognized that
young people need a strong education to achieve their full potential, so
they took action.
With the ideal that all students, regardless of socio-economic background,
deserve a chance to thrive in a challenging, supportive educational
environment, Hiro and Aria founded Supplies for Dreams. During five
successful years of operation, SFD has positioned itself to support lowincome CPS students with both physical resources and extracurricular
opportunities—a holistic model that maximizes the effect of its programs.
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DREAM DRIVE
2,546

Students Served

Dream Drive, Supplies for Dreams’ flagship program,
continues to grow with our organization. This year more than
2,500 students received school supplies due to the generous
contributions of individuals, corporations, and foundations.
Dream Drive culminated in the 4th Annual Build-a-Backpack
Day, a summer celebration and community event where more
than 200 volunteers of all ages packaged backpacks, mingled,
and played games. With each year, more students receive
school supplies and even more volunteers help assemble the
backpacks, supply packages, and classroom kits.
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“
–Alison Koransky, Mentoring coordinator
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“
–Ed Roberge, Development Director

AWARD-A-FIELD TRIP
750

Students Served
This year Award-a-Field Trip led more than 600 students on tours
of world-renowned museums in Chicago, including the Museum
of Science and Industry, the Field Museum, and the Chicago
History Museum. These trips provide an out-of-the-classroom
experience for students that sparks their curiosity and gets them
excited about learning. The AAFT team creates specific curricula
based on the themes of each museum, placing an emphasis
on the mission-based experience that will give the students a
purpose as they are exploring the museum. AAFT shows students
that learning can be exciting and hands-on, which, in turn, will
encourage students to stay in school and find a meaningful career
path with a successful future.
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ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT
Academic Enrichment offers mentoring opportunities at our four
partner schools: Manuel Perez Jr. Elementary School, BelmontCragin Elementary School, Bernhard Moos Elementary School
and Friedrich Ludwig Jahn Elementary School. SFD offers
our schools both in-person and e-mentoring programs to
guide and inspire students to reach new educational goals and
aspirations. This year, we shifted our focus from tutoring to
character development. Our mentors now focus on developing
sociobehavioral skills in their students with project-based,
student-directed learning.

32

students served
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“
-David, sixth grader
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And the boards
The Associates Board
and Board of Directors
are composed of young
professionals who act as
advisors and mentors for
the current leadership and
team members. They use
their resources, experience
and insight to continue
improving and expanding
knowledge of SFD in order
to strive for excellence
and higher quality
programming.

Vanessa lee

Board of Directors
Associates Board

Hiro kawashima

President & Co-Founder,
Board of Directors

J.D. Bryant

Associates Board

Aria FIat

Co-Founder, Board of
Directors

Michelle zhang

Associates Board

Brian Bohl

Treasurer, Board of Directors
Associates Board

Amit BhatT

Associates Board

Supplies for Dreams is run by a team of
dedicated, passionate volunteer individuals
who dedicate upwards of 20 hours a week
to the cause. College students and young
professionals work together every day
to refine, strive towards, and achieve the
lofty goals set forth by our founders. The
organization is dedicated to recruiting,
retaining, and developing a hardworking
and diverse team that will ensure our
sustainability and success in the future.

Bettina chang

Secretary, Board of Directors
President, Associates Board

Cassie Moran

Associates Board
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looking past

5

our

TH year

Award-AField Trip
nu chapter
The Northwestern University
Chapter of SFD will continue to
bring CPS students to campus
and engage the Northwestern
community in SFD’s mission.
Through guest lectures, movie
screenings, fundraisers, and
field trips to Northwestern, the
Chapter strives to teach students
about the possibilities for their
future and motivate them to
reach their highest academic
potential.

Award-a-Field Trip is developing a curriculum for a new destination,
Chicago’s renowned Adler Planetarium. Students will get a chance to
learn about the solar system and universe through a new adventurebased curriculum, which guides them through a “mission” that weaves
through the exhibits. Each student can choose to be an astronaut,
engineer, scientist, or teacher within the context of an exciting, goalbased project. For example, students will work to find a new planet
to live on while at the Adler Planetarium. This format, which will
be incorporated in each museum curriculum, engages students on a
different level that cannot be achieved in the classroom.

ACademic
enrichment

Academic Enrichment will
be holding workshops at
each of our four partner
schools toward the end of
the 2013-2014 school year.
Northwestern University
student groups will lead
these workshops on the
fundamentals of community
development and service,
culminating in a service
project coordinated by
the students themselves.
The team is also adjusting
our programs to combine
levels of technology and
education to create an
impactful and efficient
mentoring experience. Our
improved curriculum will
focus on building specific
characteristics that have
been proven to lead to
academic success.
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Gift Showcase & financials
$5,000 or more

$1,000 to $4,999

$500 to $999
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$100 to $499

Supplies for Dreams, Inc.
Consolidated Statement of Activities Fiscal Years Ended Dec 31
Public Support And Revenue
2013

2012

–

Total Public Support and Revenue

106
91,367

24
83,305

–
Total Expenditures and Expenses

Assets at Supplies for Dreams Northwestern

Management Discussion and Analysis

60,822

80,678
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